DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

AUGUST 2012

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee unspeakable, unthinkable, undiscovered = UN-LIMITED music!
Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for AUGUST 2012, the 5th "Newsflash"-update this year!
SPECIAL ARTIST PROMOTION OF THE MONTH: * RAPOON : The ex ZOVIET FRANCE Robin Storey aka RAPOON has build a massive backcatalogue since he went "solo", and he's still going strong... having
established a unique style of his own he now seems to sound different with every new album lately. Until the next Newsflash-mailout all CDs (also collaborations) by RAPOON you find in our mailorder-programme on
www.dronerecords.de have a special discount of 30%!! (Old price: 13 Euro --> new price: 9,10 Euro!). Prices are not changed in the database, but you can use it for ordering as usual. This discount is NOT valid for the
brandnew CDs mentioned in this update, and any vinyl releases or boxes.
MAILORDER NEWS: As usual some personal recommendations of newer releases first : ERNST KARELs CD based on field recordings from Mountain Transport Systems, two great "spiritual drone" releases by
French artists on Reue um Reue (NATURE MORTE & JEANNE MONTSEGUR 10", NIEDOWIERZANIE & STAUB MC), the very rare AUN & ALLSEITS CD on ORAL, DE/MUTE mCDR, female dark drone newcomer
MACU from Austria, SINKs mindcrushing album "Holy Testament", diverse MCs in a new BANNED PRODUCTION series (our favourites: DAMION ROMERO, VERTONEN, GX. JUPITTER-LARSSEN), exciting unusual
plunderphonics by Czech duo BIRDS BUILD NEST UNDERGROUND (CD on Lumberton), the re-issue of a great BAD SECTOR & ASTRO collab CD, and a new album filled with melancholic beauty-drones by SHRINE.
EXCITING STUFF, ALL HIGHLY RECOMMENDED !!
STUNNING NEW RELEASES are also out from (the maybe more well known names): a brand new D.D.A.A.-album, RAPOON (of course), ELEH, DESIDERII MARGINIS, MOEBIUS & TIETCHENS, ZELIENOPLE,
KILLING JOKE, DEEP LISTENING BAND & PAULINE OLIVEROS (a 12 CD set!), a long awaited vinyl version of TROUM & REUTOFFs album "Kreuzung 2", FENNESZ, BRUME (two new MCs), + as usual some
interesting re-issues, re-stockings & single items.. and and and..
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!

NR. -

TITLE -

1

23 SKIDOO - Seven Songs

2

AKATOMBO - False Positives

3

ALDEA, ERIC & IVAN CHIOSSONE Kabul

4

5
6

BaraKa[H]

FORMAT
-

do-LP

LABEL & CAT-NR -

REL.YEAR?
-

LTM Publishing LTMLP 2528

CD + DVD-R Hand-Held Recordings HHR#02

EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE -

2012

re-mastered re-issue of early industrial / tribal classic (and first album of 23 SKIDOO from
1982), comes with rare bonus single tracks and the JOHN PEEL Session from September
1981 !

€29,50

2012

third album by this very good Scottish/Japanese project, rhythmic dubby hypno-industrial
with a strong experimental note; first edition with bonus DVDR

€13,00

2005

remarkable album by the ex BÄSTARD, based on field & traditional music recordings made
Sept. 2003 in Kabul, Afghanistan; recommended for any lover of ethnic / oriental / field
recording works! Still to discover !

€13,00

€17,00

CD

0101music 0101.11

ARC - Somewhere There (Drone
Compendium Two)

LP

Beta-lactam Ring Records
mt250

2011

the long going Canadian band project with AIDAN BAKER that had only very few releases
so far, with the very first LP; percussive, suspended impro-ambiences, very sensitive &
floating, two long tracks...second part of the "Drone Compendium-series", lim. 400, 180gr
vinyl, very nice & thick sleeves!!

AUN & ALLSEITS - Irrlicht

CD

ORAL CD25

2008

collaboration between the great (& now famous) Montreal based drone-project and the "Alter
Ego" of ALL SIDES (2nd project of NINA KERNICKE)!! Very amorph & liquid, ever changing
metallic & dark harmonic dronescapes.. lim. 200 only, very rare ! Absolute last copies back
in stock !!

€14,00

BAD SECTOR - Ampos

CD

LOKI Foundation / Power and

2012

another re-edition of the glorious first BAD SECTOR album (1995), with two bonus-tracks

€13,00

1

Steel PAS-17

previously unreleased; now already a classic of distorted but harmonic electro-dronespheres, establishing a very own style and aesthetic! Comes in black cardboard box (very
solid) bronce printed embossing, very nice!

2012

re-issue of this hard to find album from 2005 which is rather a full BAD SECTOR album than
a real collaboration (=BAD SECTOR re-working some minutes of ASTRO source material) ;
a dense & droney electro buzz one-tracker, 45 min. long, with many tiny micro-details, highly
recommended if you missed the first edition

€13,00

Moments ISBN 978-2-96007840-4

2008

120 pages book with collected lyrics (mostly unpublished before) by MARTYN BATES, many
photos, plus a 6-track CD with 5 new BATES & 1 new EYELESS IN GAZA song! BACK IN
STOCK THIS PRETTY RARE ITEM!

€26,00

LOKI Foundation / Power and
Steel PAS-32

7

BAD SECTOR & ASTRO - Idioblast

8

BATES, MARTYN - A map of the stars in
summer

BOOK / CD

9

BIANCHI, MAURIZO / M.B. - Kathamenja

CD-R

Lona Records Locd70r

2011

archaic drones with a very mechanic touch, dark & grinding... rare release on Hongkongs
LONA Records, lim. 150

€10,00

CD-R

Lona Records Locd66r

2010

album based entirely on floating piano-tunes; sounds at times more like a wild ROBERT
HAIGH than typical M.B. - 8 different tracks, all with german titles; rare CD-R on this label
from Hongkong

€10,00

2012

new album by the Czech plunderphonic duo who professionalized their skills in a great way,
using jazz, classic, post-rock records / fragments to create surprising & powerful tracks that
don't sound like classic plunderphonic at all; very varied, multi-layered & "composed", incl.
live-video from 2011, lim. 300

€13,00

2012

Music for the silent film "Earth" by Singapore's film-maker HO TZU NYEN; lim. vinyl version!

€18,00

Equation Records E=mc22

2012

crazy collector's item by this US harsh/doom noise band doing "ugly black acid bog crawl
death hate vibe" anti-muzak! The set consists of: 1-sided LP with silk-screen backside, 1sided etched red 7" vinyl, audio CD, diverse inserts, art-prints, stickers, a poster, and silkscreen covers that are adhered together with magnets! Numbered ed. 235 copies
(certificate), very HEAVY item !

€36,00

LP

Kranky KRANK144

2010

vinyl-only release, fourth album by this atmospheric folk project from UK, "drones and
hushed guitar & vocals"..

€15,00

LP

Sargent House SH-056

2011

a very catchy BORIS album, with all tracks being sung by WATA; great psychedelic metal
drone-pop! With poster, download code, gatefold cover..

€21,50

10 BIANCHI, MAURIZO / M.B. - Verfall

CD

BIRDS BUILD NESTS UNDERGROUND 11
So As

CD

Love Nest LN0004 / 'Lumberton
Trading Company LUMB 019

12 BLACK TO COMM - Earth

LP

De Stijl IND-098

BLUE SABBATH BLACK CHEER - The
13 Boundary between the Living and the
Deceased dissolved
14

BODUF SONGS - This alone above all
else in spite of everything

15 BORIS - Attention Please

LP/ 7"/CDSET

16

BRÖTZMANN / BENNINK Schwarzwaldfahrt

LP

Cien Fuegos CF004

2012

PETER BRÖTZMANN & HAN BENNINK: re-issue of LP from 1977, recorded in the Black
Forest using diverse instruments (clarinets, saxophone, viola, banjo..) but also the
environmental sounds (birds, trees, wood, sand, land, water, air.. )

€23,50

17

BRÖTZMANN / MILLER / MOHOLO - The
nearer the Bone, the sweeter the Meta

LP

Cien Fuegos CF005

2012

Re-mastered re-issue of LP from 1979 - extreme free/noise Jazz on Saxophones, Clarinets,
Double Bass & Drums!

€23,50

MC

Banned Production bp195

2012

two long pieces of excellent atmospheric / droney musique concrete; lim. ed. standard jewelcases & full colour cover ! C-30

€6,50

MC

Old Europa Cafe OEC 035

1993

early MC-only release coming with very special packaging (full colour cover & herb-bag,
etc.), completely handmade; numbered ed. 167 copies, very good condition; ONE 2nd hand
copy in stock !

€20,00

MC

Cipher Productions sic70

2012

collector's item! New recordings showing BRUME at its best ! Comes in a screenprinted bag
filled with sand (tape is playable, in extra bag inside), incredible package lim. 100 copies
only

€10,00

2012

unreleased studio, soundtrack and live material 1968-1977, 30 tracks on 3 CDs in a 10"-box
(classical design used normally for reel-to-reel tapes), comes with full-colour booklet. Limited

€33,50

18 BRUME - Fractisum
19

BRUME - Musiques pour les etres
Humains

20 BRUME - Quicksand
21 CAN - Lost Tapes

3 x CD-BOX Spoon Records CDSPOON55

2

edition

22 COLLEY, JOE - Lonely Microphone
23

DAVIS, GARETH & FRANCES-MARIE
UITTI - Gramercy

24 DE WAARD, FRANS - Arrel / Juur
25

DEAD VOICES ON AIR - Mawson's Will
and other Short Stories

Senufo Editions - # twenty six

2012

so far unreleased piece from 2002 by this great & innovative Californian sound artist (and
know as CRAWL UNIT on Drone Records - DR-28; lim. 270 copies

€17,00

Miasmah Recordings MIALP019

2012

minimal, haunting, ghostly clarinet & cello sounds, very sparse & restrained but will full
effect! Lim. 400, tracks on Side D are not on the CD version; on ERIK SKODVINs (=
SVARTE GREINER) label

€18,50

MC

Banned Production bp151

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: experimental dense drones. C-20

CD

Ewers Tonkunst HHE 034 CD /
Indiestate Distribution IST 087
CD

2012

the most atmospheric & melancholically droning DVOA album so far, probably inspired by
the novel MAWSON's WILL by LENNARD BICKEL, outstanding isolationistic, with some
more obscure moment as well..

€13,00

€13,00

LP

do-LP

€6,00

DEEP LISTENING BAND - Great Howl at
26
Town Haul

CD

Important Records IMPREC359

2012

improvisations made January 2011 at Town Hall Seattle => sister release to the "Octagonal
Polyphony" LP & last recordings with DAVID GAMPER who passed away the same year; 4
long tracks of refined acoustic drones using PAULINE OLIVEROS "Expanded Instrument
System" (EIS) as "fourth member"...

27 DESIDERII MARGINIS - Procession

CD

Cyclic Law 48th Cycle

2012

one of the most melancholic & sad sounding dark ambient projects around, that got more
and more popular through the years, now with a stunning, very film-soundtrackish sounding
album on Canadian cult label CYCLIC LAW! Lim. 1000 copies in 6 panel digipack

€13,50

Bastets Kitten BK 002

2011

new drone/dark ambient project from Germany creating a moody but crystal clear onetracker composition (21+ minutes) using field recordings (animals, nature, urban
environment) from Singapore, ending in wonderful overtune-drones.. lim. 122 copies in full
colour cardboard (oversized), in this new series from the long active VUZ Records from
Duisburg, Germany, that was very active in the 90's; very worth to check out !!

€6,00

DE/MUTE - Bishan - an Urban Epic in four
28
Movements

mCDR

29 DIMUZIO, THOMAS - Image is Everything

MC

Banned Production bp168

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); a deep abysmal swamp drone land, very massive! Extracts from two live
performances held in San Francisco 2007 & 2008; C-20

€6,00

MC

Eigenbau Records EIGENBAU
07

2011

dada-cut up plunderphonics collage noise'n'disco'n'vocals/poetry on this split (?) or
collaboration by DRACHENSÜLZE (=E.N.K) and WALDFRIEDHOF (=FRANK ROWENTA);
somehow limited, somehow crazy, somehow uncategorizable, somehow great!

€7,00

€14,50

30

DRACHENSÜLZE / WALDFRIEDHOF split

31 D.D.A.A. - Pourriture Cubique

32

ELEH / DUANE PITRE - Empty Summer
Endless / Feel Free Installation

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - 1980-1981
33
Prehistoric Sounds
34

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Desarrollos
Geometricos

35 EXIT IN GREY - Peaceful Landscape

CD

Klanggalerie ff163

2012

"The engineers of DDAA are thus plasmaturgists of reality" - NEW studio material by the
legendary French dadaists - here they sound much more "silent" and ambient as usually
known - but still full of surprising elements (we had to think of BIG CITY ORCHESTRA, etc..)
lovely album !

LP

Important Records IMPREC350

2012

a new 20 min. piece of ELEH on one side (ultra soft / slow analog overtune-tones), an
installation version of DUANE PITREs new work on Side B; silk-screened covers (printed on
white sleeves), numb. ed. 500 copies

€19,50

2012

re-issue of the legendary "Necrosis En La Poya" 7" (1981) in a facsimile edition, plus more
rare & unreleased material (very first three track demo, etc.) by the Spanish industrial group
from the very early time of their existence (1980-1981), with 15 tracks on the CD; lim. 1000
deluxe edition, colour vinyls, 8-page booklet, etc..

€30,00

3 x 7" & CDGeometrik Records GR 2126
BOX

CD

Geometrik Records GR 2123

2011

limited CD version of this album by the Spanish "rhythmic industrial" pioneers with their
unique version of "powerful, primitive and hypnotic" electronics - nine tracks, some of them
exclusive to this format

€13,50

MC

YAOP - YAOP 051

2011

rare MC only release by the Russian duo, lonely & melancholic dronescapes... C-60; lim. 71
copies in handmade cardboard box (full colour)

€7,00

3

36 FANUM & VAZHES - IR

CD-R

Still'Sleep CDR14

2010

deep ambient collaboration of FANUM with ethnologist SERGEY GABBASOV, nebulous
FOG drones based on processed field recordings..... mini-album

€8,00

37

FENNESZ - AUN: The Beginning and the
End of all Things (OST)

CD

Ash International ASH95

2012

Original Soundtrack to the film with the same name by EDGAR HONETSCHLÄGER, feat. R.
SAKAMOTO on some tracks; comes with 28page full colour booklet with stills from the film

€14,50

38

FIRE! with OREN AMBARCHI - In the
Mouth - A Hand

CD

Rune Grammofon RCD 2130

2012

third full length album by the Swedish band-project of MATS GUSTAFSSON, JOHAN
BERTHLING and ANDREAS WEERLIN, this time in collaboration with OREN AMBARCHI....
"heavy, hypnotic, psychedelic rock'n'jazz explorations"

€13,00

2012

third full length album by the Swedish band-project of MATS GUSTAFSSON, JOHAN
BERTHLING and ANDREAS WEERLIN, this time in collaboration with OREN AMBARCHI....
"heavy, hypnotic, psychedelic rock'n'jazz explorations"; limited vinyl version with fourth
bonus Side !!

€20,00

€18,00

FIRE! with OREN AMBARCHI - In the
39
Mouth - A Hand

FISHER TURNER, SIMON - The Great
40
White Silence

do-LP

Rune Grammofon RLP 3130

do-CD

Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 176
CD

2011

soundtrack to HERBERT PONTING's now restored silent film from 1911 (!) - "THE GREAT
WHITE SILENCE", a documentary about Cpt. ROBERT F. SCOTT - the first Englishman
who reached the South Pole but died in 1912 on the way back..// SIMON FISHER TURNER
has worked for DEREK JARMAN & DAVID LYNCH before and created a very intimate,
introspective & sad soundtrack.. comes in luxurious packaging

41 FRANCIS, RICHARD - Talking Machine

MC

Banned Production bp189

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: "old school" analogue (based on oscillators, signal generator
and lots of effects) drone noise

€6,50

42 HAFLER TRIO - Kuklos

MC

Touch TOC:2

1998

rare MC release (C-60) by the mysterious British project, comes with extensive liner notes &
with professional print / design, ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, very good cond.

€18,00

Die Stadt DS59*

2003

lim. 200 clear vinyl, usually only available on the H30-tour May 2003 through Germany, clear
vinyl, numbered edition, exquisite artwork! Has rare THOMAS KÖNER & ASMUS
TIETCHENS tracks on Side C / D, using HAFLER TRIO souce materials. LAST COPIES
FOUND !! LONG SOLD OUT FROM THE LABEL !!

€25,00

CD

Phage Tapes PT:154 / Small
Doses DOSE102

2011

lim. 100 / C-20 / screen print cover, red tape with black print; a great example of
DESTROYED music!

45 HERBST9 - Buried under time and sand

CD

LOKI Foundation LOKI 39

2012

re-issue of their third album from 2005 - the beginning of their Babylonian cycle; re-mastered
& new cover design

€13,00

46 HERBST9 - :Eta Carinae:

CD

LOKI Foundation LOKI 28

2012

re-issue of their second album from 2001 - a masterpiece of sacral ritual drones; remastered & new cover design

€13,00

47 HILDEBRAND, GUSTAF - Heliopause

CD

Cyclic Law 42nd Cycle

2012

finally the third full-length album for the Swedish cosmic / ethereal dark ambient project,
thematically inspired to the Heliopause, the point outside our solar system where the solar
wind ceases to be...

€13,50

Cat's Heaven CH 03

1999

obscure CD-ROM release by the ritual ambient industrial band from Belgium back in stock contains video-clips, sound files, band history, art & photo galleries, interviews, etc etc. lim.
999 copies in DVD box with 12 page booklet

€12,00

HAFLER TRIO / DITTERICH VON-EULER
DONNERSPERG / KONTAKT DER
43
JÜNGLINGE PLAYS THE HAFLER TRIO untitled
HATERS - Multiprotocol lexicon
44
switching

48 HYBRYDS - Multimedia CD ROM

do-7"

CD-ROM

€7,50

49 IF, BWANA - Mannsized

MC

Banned Production bp143

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: very weird & almost undescribable electronics; C-20

€6,00

50 IF, BWANA - Wah Yu Wan

MC

Maneki Neko Tapes MN001T

2011

re-issue of the very first IF, BWANA LP from 1990 (Generations Unlimited); on Side A a remastered version, on Side B the original version that appeared on the LP; nice idea, obscure
sounds, great tape! C-90 in bag, lim. 100

€7,50

m.m Label m.mVINYL06

2012

next release in THORSTEN SOLTAU's highly interesting 7"-series for unusual sounds;

€9,00

51 ITAMOC / MARINA STEWART - Sunshine

7"

4

Discord
52

I:WOUND & Y-TON-G - Medientative
Hunderströme

53 JOB KARMA - Punkt
54

JUPITTER-LARSEN, G.X. - The
Internationale

55 KALLABRIS - 81° n.Br., 178°ö.L.
56

KAREL, ERNST - Swiss Mountain
Transport System

57

KEI;M vs. NO - Die Legende des
Zwiebeltiers

58 KILLING JOKE - Absolute Dissent
59 KILLING JOKE - MMXII

60 KLUSTER - Klopfzeichen

61 KLUSTER - Zwei Osterei
KÖNER, THOMAS / ASMUS TIETCHENS /
62 DITTERICH VON EULER-DONNERSPERG
- Untitled
63 KRAKEN - Chagrin

numb. ed. 100 copies, full colour silk-screen cover & postcard; expect the unexpected !
MC

Y-Ton-G

1998

collab recordings made at "Noise Factory" 1998 by these two German experimentalists;
lim/numb. 50 copies only, very fragile handmade vellum cover that has some damages now,
otherwise playable fine! ONE 2nd hand copy in stock

€10,00

CD

Obuh Records OBUH026

2010

5th album for the Polish electro-industrial duo, the "ideal soundtrack for an apocalyptic soap
opera"

€13,00

MC

Banned Production bp157

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); six versions of THE INTERNATIONALE, as obscure sound-poetry ending
in harsh noise, in a jazzy brass-band version, with piano & drones, etc.. lovely insane stuff !!!

€6,50

7"

Drone Records DR-30

2000

second edition, lim. 300, ONE last copy found (MINT) !

€6,00

CD

Gruenrekorder GRUEN091

2011

fascinating compositions based on Mountain Transport Systems like gondolas, funiculars
and chairlifts made in Switzerland; processed (?) field recordings in the way of ERIC LA
CASA, TOY BIZARRE, G*PARK, ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE, etc..

€14,50

[bru:t] 08

1998

very rare collab album by KEI;M (aka STEFAN ROIGK who works nowadays in the fine
arts!) & Drone Rec artist NO; lim / numb. 50 copies, good condition

€15,00

CD

Spinefarm Records
00602527498539

2010

CD version of their great 2010-album, very low-fi & harmonic & 80's sounding

€13,00

do-LP

Spinefarm Records

2012

with "MMXII" KILLING JOKE return to their 80's new wave & post punk roots, being more
harmonic and less heavy than before without loosing their power, great album with the killersong "In Cytheria"; vinyl-version lim. 1000 w. gatefold-cover; CD version on request !

€25,00

2012

re-mastered re-issue of one of the milestones of German experimental / impro electronic, the
first KLUSTER LP (with CONRAD SCHNITZLER); very free, mysterious and ahead of their
time (recorded 1970, released 1971); new liner notes by ASMUS TIETCHENS; 180gr vinyl.
CD version on request

€18,50

€18,50

€10,50

CD-R

LP

Bureau B BB110

LP

Bureau B BB111

2012

re-mastered re-issue of one of the milestones of German experimental / impro electronic, the
second KLUSTER LP (with CONRAD SCHNITZLER); very free, mysterious and ahead of
their time (recorded 1970, released 1971); new liner notes by ASMUS TIETCHENS; 180gr
vinyl. CD version on request

maxi-CD

Die Stadt DS 113

2012

three exclusive tracks, released in conjunction with a live performance that happened on 29.
April 2012 on the MS STUBNITZ in Bremen; lim./numbered 500 copies

Spectre Records S22

2006

CD

excellent fourth album by the ambient Industrialists from Belgium, aggressive, cold,
isolationistic... back in stock, SPECIAL OFFER NOW !

€9,00

64 LANDER, DAN - Zoo

CD

Empreintes Digitales

1995

first album from this Canadian cut-up / tape- composer, crazy found sound & de-coding
voice collages on four long tracks (1988-1992)

65 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Paris Hiss

MC

Banned Production bp170

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: very minimal hiss-drones; C-60 !

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO / GX JUPITTER66 LARSEN - Francisco Lopez with G.X.
Jupitter-Larsen

10"

Phage Tapes PT:167

2011

first time (?) collab by the two masters of minimal noise/drone/conceptsound - each reworking sound material from the other; rare 10" on this harsh noise label from Minneapolis,
USA

€15,00

67 LOVESLIESCRUSHING - Shiny tiny Stars

LP

Handmade Birds HB-DIS028

2012

material recorded between 1991 to 97, so far unreleased! lim. 300, rare release by the US
droneguitar/shoegazer duo with "heavenly voices" which is now active again !

€20,00

68 LUNDE, ERIC - Neither lot nor Sums

MC

Banned Production bp191

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed

5

€13,00
€7,00

€6,00

full colour covers); abrasive old school industrial with lots of processed voice material

69 MACU - Retrospectives

70 MAEROR TRI - Sensuum Mendacia
MARCHETTI, LIONEL & JEAN-BAPTISTE
71
FAVORY - 1988
72 MEELKOP, ROEL - Live at LMC

CD-R

Inner Cinema ic-cdr-004

2012

female dark drone newcomer from Austria with excellent transcendental & surrealistic
ambience, very visionary & intimate dreamstate-drones, at times nightmarish, at times
meditative & oceanic ; using guitars and other acoustic instruments, field recordings &
whispered voice... definitely to discover !

€10,00

MC

Direction Music DMC 20

1992

original MC release (C-46) from 1991! Third official MC release by MAEROR TRI at this
time, now very difficult to find! ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, excellent condition

€30,00

2011

the very first recordings of both now well known French composers (1971-1988) => rough &
obscure, at times crazy & childish experiments made with simple equipment => each on one
tape => PLUS one tape with a new work "Motor Revers" (January 2011) by both in
collaboration !! 3 x C-30 with banderole !!

€15,00

2011

high quality live recording made in London, Dez. 2006; abstract drones & experimental
musique concrete, ever changing & very "pure" sounds.. ; lim. 100

€10,00

€6,50

3 x MC SET Banned Production bp180

CD-R

Lona Records Locd71r

MEIRINO, FRANCISCO - Points of
73
Pressure

MC

Banned Production bp156

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: handmade buzzing magneto-noise based on the use of
analog tone generator & synth, piezo transducers, magnetic field detectors and light
sensors; C-30

74 MICRO:MEGA - Annex

CD

0101music 0101.03

2002

digipack; the third album by the project of SYLVAIN CHAUVEAU and FREDERIC LUNEAU melancholic electronica from France, trancy beats & organ drones meet with spacey guitars,
BACK IN STOCK last copies for special price !

€10,00

CD

Small Doses DOSE92

2011

collaborative release between these experimental drone/minimal noise newcomers, ranging
from soft synth ambience to harsher fields... to discover

€10,00

Bureau B BB109

2012

NEW recordings by these two legendary figures of German electronic/experimental music
(MOEBIUS known from KLUSTER/CLUSTER/HARMONIA), who have worked together
again after a 35 years break ! Lim. 180gr. vinyl version with download code. CD-version on
request.

€18,50

Bots bots01

2011

soundtrack for the film "The Sound of Insects"; first release on MÖSLANG's own label !

€30,00

Bastet Recordings BR 006

1999

one of the now hard to find albums of Drone Records artist MOHR (DR-02), noisy staccatodronescapes with fast pumping loops & strange effects, very powerful, desolated, machinelike! If you like VIVENZA or TAM QUAM TABULA RASA, this is a must! Lim. 250 in white
box!

€9,00

Reue um Reue RUR025

2012

collaboration between French writer JEANNE MONTSEGUR using thirteen of her short texts
in combination with the ghostly drones of NATURE MORTE - a perfect combination for a
dark inner-mind trip, very well executed! Lim./numb. 191 copies, 12 different cover versions,
very nice edition!

€20,00

2012

collection of EPs by the unique British dream/drone/noise pop pioneers, who co-establised a
new style that was called 'shoegazer': "You made me realise", "Feed my with your Kiss",
"Glider", "Tremolo", and some rare extras plus two previously unpublished tracks ! Comes in
oversized 8-panel oversized cover, with booklet, new pics & liner notes

€13,00

Reue um Reue RUR029

2012

split tape by the French NIEDOWIERZANIE (4-tracks) creating mysterious & beautiful Cellobased dronescapes, and a great 25min. other-dimensional transcension drone one-tracker
by the so far unknown STAUB on the B-side... very recommended for spheric drone lovers !
Lim. 80 copies, C-50

€8,00

Dachstuhl DACH 03

2001

rare TARKATAK / NO release (single tracks & one collab), numbered ed. 100 copies,

75

MILLER, JENKS & NICHOLAS
SZCZEPANIK - American Gothic

76 MOEBIUS & TIETCHENS - same
77 MÖSLANG - The Sound of Insects
78 MOHR - Eine Form abstrakter Eleganz

79

MONTSEGUR, JEANNE / NATURE
MORTE - Restes d'une chose brisee

MY BLOODY VALENTINE - EP's 198880
1991
NIEDOWIERZANIE / STAUB - Influences
81
Errantes - A Metampsychotic Seance
82 NO + TARKATAK - Q

LP

3 x LP

CD-R

10"

do-CD

MC

CD-R

Sony Music 88691941692

6

€13,00

handmade cover (recycled leaves-paper), ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition
!

83

NOBLE, STEVE & STEPHEN O'MALLEY St. Francis Duo

84

NORTHAM, MICHAEL - The will to
dissolve

85

OLIVEROS, PAULINE - Reverberations:
Tape & Electronic Music 1961-1970

12 x CD-BOX

86

PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE & JANEK
SCHAEFER - Day of the Demons

LP

87 PARALLEL 41 - same

88 PBK - Fenton Road Beast

89 PHILLIPS, DAVE - Suara Alam Indonesia

do-LP

MC

CD & DVD

MC

Bo'Weavil Recordings
weavil47LP

2012

improvisational recordings made at two concerts in London August 2011 - well known
STEPHEN O'MALLEY (SUNN O))), AETHENOR, etc.) collides with long time percussionist
(once a member of RIP RIG & PANIC) STEVE NOBLE; gatefold-cover

Banned Production bp183

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); minimal installation / mechanical drone ambience based on ukulele and
motors, very nice ! C-30

€6,50

Important Records IMPREC352
(PO80/2012)

2012

big jubilee box to PAULINE OLIVEROS 80th birthday - a retrospective collection of her early
& mainly unreleased electronic works, including her very first tape piece from 1959; comes
with extensive liner-notes in solid cardboard box

€69,00

Desire Path Recordings
PATHWAY004

2012

first collab. by these two well known sound artists, who have created two long pieces of pure
NON-electronic drones, quite dark & melancholic; lim. 500 on colour vinyl, comes with fullcolour cardboard MASK (incl. elastic straps) for the head !

€20,00

Baskaru karu:21

2012

project from JULIA KENT (cello) and BARBARA DE DOMINICIS creating a kind of
experimental / improvised singer/songwriting ambience using improvised vocals & special
recording locations; as a bonus it comes with a documentary film from DAVIDE LEONARDI
about the project, with interviews, performances & more..

€16,00

Banned Production bp174

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); soundscapes between noise & melody in the typcial PBK-style, based on
CD players, turnables, synths, samples; shortwave-sounds..C-30

€6,50

2012

original field recordings made in Indonesia 2010; the Swiss radical performer presents again
a completely different side of his work => environmental recordings of almost untouched
nature & wildlife; lim. 200 in DVD box, comes with 5 colour photos

€20,00

2012

re-mastered re-issue of the very first R.D. release (MC) from 1992, showing a completely
different side using rhythm-box, synths, radio-sounds & found sounds from classical music
and movie-citations; quite rough & pure analogue! Additionally there are four remixes of four
rare tracks from 1995, and a completely unreleased track from 1993

€13,50

do-CDR-box Nuun Records NUUN 9

€31,00

RAISON D'ETRE - Apres nous le deluge
90
(redux version)

CD

Eternal Pride Productions
EPP018

91 RAPOON - Disappeared Redux

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 029-2

2012

re-issue of deleted download CDR from 2010, now with additional new material & reworkings of the originals; using lots of piano-sources, this is a very unusual RAPOON sound;
72 min. playtime, 6 panel digipack with postcard

€12,00

92 RAPOON - Navigating by Colour

CD

Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 71
CD

2001

re-issue of album from 1999 back in stock - comes with 7 images of the 12 cards that came
with the original edition

€13,00

93 RAPOON - Time-loop Anomalies

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 030-2

2012

collection of single tracks and remixes, often rhythmic & trancy in the "typical" & adored
RAPOON-style (all previously unreleased)... "eerie, ethereal music lingering on the
borderlands of dreamworld and reality"

€12,00

REFORMED FACTION - The War
Against...

CD

Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 153
CD

2012

2 ex members of ZOVIET FRANCE: MARK SPYBEY & ROBIN STOREY. Re-issue of
deleted second album from 2007, new cover

€12,00

95 ROMERO, DAMION - Fade to Useless

MC

Banned Production bp165

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: very minimal drones, deep & rumbling, subtle & field
recording based, great sounds ! C-30

96 SCHNITZLER, CONRAD - Windvogel

CD

Waystyx Records WR44

2009

back in stock this rare & specially packed SCHNITZLER album, on art-cover label
WAYSTYX from Russia, lim. 500

€16,00

97 SHRINE - Somnia

CD

Cyclic Law 47th Cycle

2012

second full length album for Bulgarian Drone Records artists (DR-89) SHRINE - very very

€13,50

94

7

€6,50

beautiful oceanic dream-drones, a mesmerizing synthesis of harmonic synths/electronics &
nature field recordings.. lim. 600

98 SIGHTINGS - City of Straw

LP

Jagjaguwar / Brah Records
JAGBR017

2010

extreme / experimental noise-rock from NYC, between transgression & a weird "Pop" music
approach; lim. vinyl version with download code

€13,00

99 SINK - Holy Testament

LP

Svart Records SVR076

2011

second album by another gem from Finland - SINK combine black metal with drone &
psychedelic elements with incredible result !! Lim. 500 gatefold cover

€17,00

do-LP

Southern Lord LORD158

2012

re-mastered luxus re-issue of "the ultimate and most important album to come out of the
stoner rock/doom movement", a 63 min one-tracker originally released 2003 (but recorded
earlier); comes with bonus live-track, lim. 2000 CLEAR vinyl

€35,00

DVD

Good Movies / Neue Visionen

2012

lovely cult-film / docu about a vinyl record shop in Stockton, UK, "the last record shop on
earth" - very funny, intimate, bizarre at times - a must for any vinyl collector! english
language, german subtitles, 75 min.

€18,50

€15,00

€13,00

100 SLEEP - Dopesmoker

101

SOUND IT OUT! - FILM by JEANIE
FINLAY

LP

Staubgold - analog 6

2012

fourth album by the unique collective project of PHILIPPE PETIT & HERVE VINCETTI (now
feat. over 20 guest musicians) with 5 new tracks, all sung by different vocalists: JULIE
CHRISTMAS (MADE OUT OF BABIES), ANDRIA DEGENS (PANTALEIMON / CURRENT
93), GRAHAM LEWIS (WIRE), COSEY FANNY TUTTI (THROBBING GRISTLE, etc.), and a
duett of LYDIA LUNCH & EUGENE ROBINSON (OXBOW)

103 STROM NOIR - Dni Stratili Svoju Farbu

CD

Hibernate Recordings hb26

2011

masterful autumn guitar-drones from Slovakia; very subtle & full of beautiful overtunestructures; we got some last copies of this already deleted title, lim. 200

104 SUDDEN INFANT - Tell the bees

MC

Banned Production bp163

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: pure dada-esk collages with a political message, really
amazing anti-muzak! C-30

€6,50

2011

collectors item = luxurious box incl. a gatefold do-LP edition of ZEIT (third album from 1972,
one of the true cosmic ambience milestones, when they used synths already but also still
various "real" instruments) on blue vinyl with rare insert, plus a remastered version on CD
and a bonus CD of the previously unreleased "KLANGWALD" performed in Cologne,
November 1972; comes with 48 page 7" book & three postcards, all in BIG LP BOX !
Numbered ed. of 1000 copies

€60,00

€15,00

102

STRINGS OF CONSCIOUSNESS - From
beyond Love

105 TANGERINE DREAM - Zeit

2 x LP / 2 x
CD-BOX

Esoteric Reactive REATD001

106 TESTCARD - #21 : ÜBERLEBEN

BOOK

Ventil Verlag

2011

"Pop und Anti-Pop in Zeiten des Weniger" - sehr politische neue Ausgabe über die
veränderten ökonomischen Bedingungen der Popkultur => u.a. mit / über GENESIS P.
ORRIDGE, GUY DEBORD, DIEDRICH DIEDERICHSEN, CONRAD SCHNITZLER, "DIY or
DIE", "TOTENGESPRÄCHE ÜBER DIE ÖKONOMIE DES ÜBERLEBENS", u.v.m.. sowie
massig Rezension von Tonträgern, Büchern, Filmen.. 336 Seiten

107 THIS WILL DESTROY YOU - same

do-LP

Magic Bullet Records MBL100

2008

first album by this post-rock band from Texas, who work with very minimal elements and
ecstatic drone-walls of sound, melancholic harmonies & slow build noise-spheres... coloured
vinyl

€22,00

Monotreme Records MONO51VNL

2011

second full lenght album by the US post-rock-droners (or post-drone rockers?), who seem to
get slower & more spheric with every release, "Tunnel Blanket" doesn't sound like typical
post-rock - it's a monolith of somehow harmonic wall of sounds, with very silent &
melancholic parts in between... very emotional stuff, the perfect mixture of pure guitar-drone
and post-rock.. highly recommended ! Coloured vinyl, gatefold-cover, CD version included !

€23,50

108

THIS WILL DESTROY YOU - Tunnel
Blanket

do-LP & CD

109 THISQUIETARMY - Vessels

LP

Aurora Borealis ABX051

2012

lim. 300 clear vinyl - more song-oriented & orchestral material from the Canadian droner,
forming a new vision of epic drone-pop using also synths, rhythms & electronics

€16,50

110 THOROFON - Targets

12"

Ant-Zen ACT274

2012

6-track mini-LP with hypnotic / minimal Industrial Pop, second release after their return;
comes in special package with huge "target paper" / poster-cover, and mp3 download code

€13,50

8

111 TOY BIZARRE - KDI DCTB 14

112

TROUM & REUTOFF - Kreuzung Zwei:
Creatura Per Creaturam Continetur

MC

do-LP

Kaon / Cynistrose CYN.14

Ewers Tonkunst HHE 019 V

1996

rare MC-only release by the French "processed field reording" project of CEDRIC
PEYRONNET; one 2nd hand copy in stock, good condition!

€15,00

2012

finally the vinyl version of this Russian/German collaboration recorded 2008 (TROUM
processing REUTOFF material & adding own instrumental sound sources), based on the
cosmology of HILDEGARD VON BINGEN; comes with two exclusive bonus-tracks from both
bands on Side D, lim. 150 copies only on green vinyl & with special folder cover made of
kraft paper with big full colour sticker attached

€27,50

113 UEDINENIYA - Red Meridian

CD + SVCD 7Hz Publishing 7HZ 05D

2011

Russian newcomer who created an isolationism drone soundtrack to icy Arktika
oceanscapes, a support for the 8mm films from last century on the first Arktika's icebreakers
travelling through endless cold atmospheres.. (on the VideoCD) - lim. 200 with postcards

€15,00

114 ULTRA MILKMAIDS - The Rising

7" lathe-cut

MY Studio (2)

2012

rare lathe cut 7" with two tracks by the French ambient-legends, self-made full-colour cover
& limited (numbered) to 53 copies only! We only have a handful, so act fast if interested !

€10,00

Abgurd AB-666

2010

strong release by this Italian group, dark & improvised industrial with an occult approach,
ranging from softer parts to ecstatic noise...reminded us on TEMPLE OF TIERMES, the
AURAL HYPNOX releases, etc.. lim. 100 copies

€12,00

€6,00

115 UR - The Day of the Lord

CD-R

€8,50

VELEHENTOR / VISHUDHA KALI /
116 CLOSING THE ETERNITY - Shree
Ishopanishad

CD

Vegvisir Music o:001

2008

very strong Russian collaboration using no electric or synthetic sounds but lots of ethnic &
acoustic instrumentation & throat singing, between ritualistic drone industrial & sacral
ambience, influenced by the famous Hinduistic text "the Upanishads", comes in very special
cover

117 VERTONEN - Blood Shift

MC

Banned Production bp145

2011

MC-only release in the new limited Banned Prod tape series (standard jewel-cases & printed
full colour covers); filed under: powerful hypnotic / multi-layered sound-drones & loops
building complex stuctures, and more dense fluids on Side B; highly recommended release
from this long going Chicago-based project ! C-20

2012

great documentation about the VINYL phenomenon in the 21st century - featuring many
interviews with ecstatic collectors, artists, DJs, cover-artworkers, record-shop owners, etc..
made in 11 cities around the globe.. 75 minutes that show you why the VINYL format will
never die!

€18,50

€10,00

VINYLMANIA - FILM by PAOLO
118
CAMPANA

119 VROMB - Jeux de Terre

120 VROMB - Rayons

121

V.A. - Alt + F4: Festiwal Muzyki
Elektronicznej i Improwizowanej

122

V.A. - Compilation Festival Electronica en
Abril * 2003-2012

123 V.A. - Der klingende Mülleimer

DVD

Good Movies / Neue Visionen

do-LP

Ant-Zen act 161.1

2003

limited vinyl version of their first great album, which came out originally as CD on TESCO in
1993 (TESCO 014) - a masterpiece of repetitive, droning atmo-industrial, pure & rough
industrial hypnosis, created without any samplers, sometimes fast & pulsative, sometimes
slow & grinding... Last copies back in stock for special price !!

LP

Ant Zen act 151.1

2003

the transformation of RAYS into music; minimal tribal hypno-ambience/industrial from
Canada! back in stock, SPECIAL OFFER NOW !

€7,00

Center for New Forms Salvia /
emd.pl Records 002

2004

overlooked compilation / documentation of a festival that happened in Warsaw in May 2003,
with exclusive (improvised) material from FENNESZ, PITA, legendary Polish mystic ambient
group SPEAR, Z. KARKOWSKI, collaborations of MEM (the following project of Polish Drone
Rec. artist EA) with VIÖN and WOLFRAM, and more unknown Polish acts... SPECIAL
OFFER NOW !!

€8,00

La Casa Encendida

2012

Ten exclusive tracks to celebrate the 10th anniversary of this Spanish Festival, by ELEH,
THOMAS KÖNER, RADIAN, MAJA RATKJE, MATMOS, FARBEN, SND, etc.. comes in
beautiful textured cloth-bound box !!

€29,50

2012

double MC compilation in bag with selfmade full-colour booklet; experimental stuff,
psychnoise & garagepunk, a weird & really undergroundish mixture feat. UKKA WUKKA
ORCHESTYR, GRILLHAUS, TELLER KOTZE, NEUROPÄPSTE, AUTOFICK, TAPENOISE,
ANDERE AUSSER ICH, etc..

€13,00

CD

do-LP BOX

2 x MC

Eigenbau Records EIGENBAU
08

9

V.A. - Gravity's Drop Out. Tracks for non124
existing Movies

125 V.A. - Weird Fairytales

126 V.A. - ...plays BAD SECTOR

127

ZELIENOPLE - The World is a House on
Fire

128 ZENIAL - Connection Reset by Peer

CD

Alrealonmusique ALRN037

2012

compilation curated by THORSTEN SOLTAU, feat. PAS, MARGITT HOLZT, HERR
PENSCHUCK, EBINGER; NIKA SON, PENSCHUCK & SOLTAU - experimental music that
should work as little movies for the head; a nice collection of the new (mainly German)
underground; lim. 300

€12,00

€13,50

LP

The Wrong End of the
Telescope #2

2011

lovely Greek compilation based on the theme "weird fairytales", obscure soundscapes &
spoken word sound poetry, highly experimental; feat.: Drone Rec. artist SOCRATES
MARTINIS (aka HELICE PIED & NIXILX.NIJILX!), SONIC CATERING BAND, LEIF
ELGGREN, IF,BWANA, KIKO C. ESSEIVA & SCILLIA LORAGE, MICHEL DONEGA,
GEOFF DUGAN, and some more unknown Greek artists.. comes with 3 large handprinted
inlays (greek & english), lim. 200 silk-screen cover; one of those records you can still play in
20 years and wonder!!

mCDR

Bastets Kitten BK003

2011

BAD SECTOR-fans Achtung! Four different artists worked on new BAD SECTOR-source
materials for a stunning result: FREIBAND, IF,BWANA, HYPNOSKULL as 33MHZ, and
newcomer dEmutE; excellent tracks all around, lim. 122 copies in oversized (fullcolour)
cardboard cover

LP

Type Records TYPE108

2012

new album by Chicago's finest dream/drone outfit, vinyl version is lim. to 700 copies

€20,50

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 027-2

2012

first album after many years for this important figure (ZENIAL = LUKASZ SZALANKIEWICZ)
of Polish experimental / electronic scene; often rhythmic & rough but well structured, using
radio feedback & electromagnetic field sounds.. still to discover !

€12,00

€6,00

the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
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